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Introduction
• This dissertation set out to conduct an 

unsupervised analysis of  the structure and 
content of  narratives in text. 

• For this task, I chose to use narrative 
schemas (Chambers and Jurafsky 2009).

• A proven model of  narrative and events. 

• Discrete structures useful for analysis.



Narrative Schema 
Examples

• We follow Chambers and Jurafsky (2009) in 
generating schemas, for the most part. 



Introduction

• To create a useful analysis, we need “good” 
schemas. Yet how do we know schemas are 
“good?”

• The problem of  evaluation---rather than 
analysis---came to dominate this 
dissertation. 



Introduction

• In fact, given that we’re looking at an 
unsupervised problem, evaluation is 
exceptionally hard. 

• We can’t come up with examples because 
the problem, by definition, is about 
looking for unknown things. 



Introduction

• This dissertation thus focuses on the 
properties of  narrative schemas. 



Introduction
• In a general sense, evaluations are just one 

property of  an algorithm. 

• For supervised problems, evaluation 
performance is really the only property 
that matters.

• For unsupervised problems, we need to 
consider more broadly the properties of  
the outputs of  a given algorithm. 



Overview
• Some Background

• Generation of  Schemas

• Evaluations of  Holdout Data

• Interaction with Document Category and 
Topic

• Stability

• Conclusions



Background



Narrative Schemas

• Abstractions of  sequences of  events 
obtained from coreference and parses 
(Chambers and Jurafsky 2008, 2009). 



Schankian Scripts

• Theoretical foundation for narrative 
schemas: Schank and Abelson (1977)’s idea 
of  scripts and script knowledge. 

• A theory of  cognition as much as of  
language.



Schankian Scripts
• Example: the Restaurant Script



Making Schemas

Nonetheless, she continued working off and on... she took a job rubber-banding newspapers...

She does not know exactly what will happen to her grant when she marries...

...she marries. Then, she takes time off to raise her kids. Several years hence, she seeks to

re-enter the labor force... Nonetheless, she finds a job, works for 15 years or so...

Her plans to go to college to become a teacher had crumbled; in fact, she was unsure she

would graduate from high school... her doctors had told her that it would be risky, to herself

and the baby, to give birth while she was on dialysis... As for the future, Ms. Lorrington

and Mr. Wilson said they planned to marry... And Ms. Lorrington said that while she did not

know what work she would seek or be physically capable of in the future...

• How do you learn a schemas?



Making Schemas

Nonetheless, she continued working off and on... she took a job rubber-banding newspapers... 

She does not know exactly what will happen to her grant when she marries...

...she marries. Then, she takes time off to raise her kids. Several years hence, she seeks to 

re-enter the labor force... Nonetheless, she finds a job, works for 15 years or so...

 ...she was unsure she would graduate from high school... her doctors had told her that it 

would be risky, to herself and the baby, to give birth while she was on dialysis... As for the 

future, Ms. Lorrington and Mr. Wilson said they planned to marry... And Ms. Lorrington

said that while she did not know what work she would seek...  



Making Schemas

Nonetheless, she continued working off and on... she took a job rubber-banding newspapers... 

She does not know exactly what will happen to her grant when she marries...

...she marries. Then, she takes time off to raise her kids. Several years hence, she seeks to 

re-enter the labor force... Nonetheless, she finds a job, works for 15 years or so...

 ...she was unsure she would graduate from high school... her doctors had told her that it 

would be risky, to herself and the baby, to give birth while she was on dialysis... As for the 

future, Ms. Lorrington and Mr. Wilson said they planned to marry... And Ms. Lorrington

said that while she did not know what work she would seek...  



• But how do you go from those chains to 
getting schemas?

Making Schemas



Making Schemas

• Candidate co-referring argument pairs are 
scored fundamentally based on their PMI 
(Chambers and Jurafsky 2009). 

• Schemas are generated based on this score: 
chainsim’.



Making Schemas
• (Chambers and Jurafsky 2009)



Making Schemas



Making Schemas

• I’ll explain how this score chainsim’ is used in 
detail in the next chapter. 



The Cloze Task

• Chambers and Jurafsky (2008) introduced 
the cloze task.

• Evaluates the score used to generate schemas, 
not the schemas themselves. 

• Balasubramanian et al. (2013) points out 
there’s no reliable automated way to 
evaluate schemas.



The Cloze Task

Nonetheless, she continued working off and on... she took a job rubber-banding newspapers... 

She does not know exactly what will happen to her grant when she marries...

...she marries. Then, she takes time off to raise her kids. Several years hence, she seeks to 

re-enter the labor force... Nonetheless, she finds a job, works for 15 years or so...

 ...she was unsure she would graduate from high school... her doctors had told her that it 

would be risky, to herself and the baby, to give birth while she was on dialysis... As for the 

future, Ms. Lorrington and Mr. Wilson said they planned to marry... And Ms. Lorrington

said that while she did not know what work she would seek...  cloze



Optimizing for 
Cloze

• A lot of  work in modeling script knowledge, 
frames, etc. has followed (Jans et al. 2012; 
Pichotta and Mooney 2014, 2015; Cheung 
et al. 2013, etc.). 

• Improve performance on cloze, but no 
schemas to be found!

• Schemas as a means, not an end. 



Critiques of Cloze

• Cloze has been critiqued for:

• being impossible for humans 
(Mostafazadeh et al. 2016)

• not actually evaluating script knowledge 
(Rudinger et al. 2015)

• in its original conception, wasn’t even 
really intended as an evaluation. 
(Chambers 2011)



Generating 
Schemas



Making Schemas

• But what can you do with that score to 
generate schemas?

• Many possible options exist.

• I will refer to techniques of  interpreting this 
score as germination.

• The line between score and germination is 
where the cloze task happens. 



Overview

• Linear Induction as a Germinator 
(Chambers and Jurafsky 2009)

• Two new techniques:

• Countertraining

• Random Walker

• Qualitative Comparisons between their 
outputs on the same data. 



Linear Induction

• Chambers and Jurafsky (2009) implicitly 
contain the linear induction (LI) germinator.



Linear Induction
• Linear Induction Illustration

• v2 under consideration



Novel Techniques

• There are other ways to do this though. 

• I devised two new ones: 

• countertraining (CT) 

• random walker (RW)



Countertraining

• Inspired by Yangarber (2003)’s 
countertraining to bootstrap document 
categories. 

• Start with a set of  schemas.

• Consider all possible candidate additions for 
all schemas.

• Penalize candidates based on the strength of 
their associations with all schemas. 



Random Walker
• All verbs vi under consideration for schema s.



Making Schemas

Linear Induction Countertraining Random Walker

Candidates considered one 
at a time

All candidates considered 
at each step

All candidates considered 
at each step

Chooses best fit in the 
circumstances.

Chooses best fit in the 
circumstances.

Biased toward best fit, but 
no guarantees.

Schemas created as 
necessary.

Schemas are seeded. Schemas are seeded.

Effects through availability. Effects through penalties.
One schema has no effect 

on the others.



Data
• New York Times Corpus (Sandhaus 2008)

• op1_sem subcorpus

• Document categories chosen for being near 
each other in number of  documents, and 
for variety.

• Between 36,360 and 52,110.

• 10% Hold-out for Evaluation



Data
• op1_sem subcorpus

online producer category counts
Law and Legislation 52110
Weddings and Engagements 51195
Crime and Criminals 50981
United States Armament and Defense 50642
Computers and the Internet 49413
Labor 46321
Obituaries 36360



Making Schemas

• But are the schemas different?

• Very



Making Schemas
• Countertraining and Random Walker Self-

Similarity Matrices



Making Schemas
• Countertraining and Random Walker 

Similarity Matrix



Making Schemas

S vs T Fuzzy 
Jaccard(S,T)

Fuzzy 
Jaccard(T,S)

RW vs CT 0.287 0.215

CT vs LI-Trunc 0.0535 0.0492

RW vs LI-Trunc 0.0963 0.0540



Making Schemas

• But which schemas are better? 

• By definition, they exhibit the exact same 
performance on the cloze task. 

• This necessitates new sorts of  evaluations.



Evaluating 
Schemas



New Evaluation?

• We want to evaluate schemas directly.

• The NYT Corpus, our data set, has salient 
entity annotations: person, organization, 
location. 

• Alternatively, information theory can help 
inform potential evaluations of  schemas.

• “Presence” helps in both cases.



Overview
• The Notion of  “Schema Presence”

• Two evals:

• Narrative Argument Salience Through 
Entities Annotated (NASTEA)

• Minimum Description Length (MDL) 
Measures

• Results

• Parameter Optimization on NASTEA

• Meta-evaluation of  MDL on OntoNotes



Schema Presence

• The presence devised here is more 
specifically “canonical presence.”

• It assumes documents are instantiations of 
canonical forms of  a specific schema.

• I avoid local coreference information 
because it is error prone.



Canonical Presence

• We look at how the events contained in a 
schema are distributed inside a document.

• Density

• Dispersion



Canonical Presence
• Density is ρS,D; dispersion is ΔS,D.

• pS,D = ρS,D / ΔS,D
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NASTEA

• “Narrative Argument Salience Through 
Entities Annotated”

• With presence established, I only must:

• use present schemas to extract entities 
from a document. 



Entity Extraction 
• Use the parses from the highlighted events 

to grab SUBJ, OBJ, PREP (as relevant).

• Compare entities extracted to NYT 
annotations. 

• NYT annotations tokenized, normalized 
for case.

• Low threshold for similarity. 



Entity Extraction 
• F1 scores result:

• Precision: fraction of  extracted entities 
contained in NYT annotations

• Recall: fraction of  NYT annotations 
contained in extracted entities

• Experiment with using more than one 
schema per document.



MDL

• Alternatively, we could derive an 
information theoretic measure that requires 
no annotations to evaluate schemas. 

• Think of  Schank and Abelson (1977)’s 
original ideas.

• Also to chunking in psychology (Miller 
1956).



MDL
• Primarily inspired by Goldsmith (2006)

• |M| is the size of  the model (e.g. size of  the 
schemas)

• |C|M is the size of  the events of  the corpus 
using M to encode it.



Model Size |M|

• Roughly speaking, the natural log of  both:

• the counts of  events

• the counts argument slots in the schemas.

• narrative states: slots for events or speakers



Model Size |C|M
• |C|M = Average of  |D|M

which schema?

what pairs of slots are exceptions to S?

what pairs of slots did S not cover?



MDL Baselines

• Superschema baseline: put all events in one 
schema. 

• Biased toward good model size, bad at 
encoding the corpus.

• Tiny schemas baseline: put all pairs of  
events in the training data 

• Biased toward poor model size, good at 
encoding the corpus. 



Results
NASTEA 1 NASTEA 6 MDL |C|M MDL |M|

Tiny Schemas * * 36,360 4.261 × 106

Superschema 0.387 0.387 † 5.772 × 109 39.69

Linear 
Induction

0.318 0.381 35,980 14,080

Countertraining 0.399 0.391 36,050 4,410

Random 
Walker

0.391 0.399 † 35,010 5,369



Optimal NASTEA

• There are a lot of  parameters to optimize 
here.

• What about some baselines?
Baseline F1 on Dev F1 on Test

All NNP 0.319 0.321

NNP + NER 0.127 0.127

NNP @ 1 0.250 0.249

NNP @ 2 0.332 0.334

NNP @ 5 0.379 0.382

DEP 0.403 0.405



Optimal NASTEA

• There are a few parameters throughout the 
score and germinator.

• How well can NASTEA performance be 
optimized?

• Split data into train (80%), dev (10%), and 
test (10%) sets.



Optimal NASTEA
• Dev and Test results.

Dev Nn Test Nn n β λ cmin s S

CT 0.416 0.415 22 2.0 1.0 3 5 100

RW 0.422 0.407 8 1.0 0.5 5 12 100

LI 0.419 0.395 6 10.0 1.0 3 4 ∞



Optimal NASTEA

• RW performed best on dev.

• CT performed best on test.

• Limitations:

• Early parameters optimized in the context 
of  early defaults, so are likely biased 
toward these.



OntoNotes
• How do we know MDL tells us we have 

better schemas?

• “Garbage in, garbage out.”

• What if  we give schema generation better 
data?

• MDL should reflect better schemas with 
better scores.



OntoNotes
• Ran the portion of  OntoNotes (Weischedel 

et al. 2013) with coreference annotations 
through CoreNLP (Manning et al. 2014).

• 326 documents. 

• Holdout set from Pradhan et al. (2011)

• OntoNotes gives Gold annotations.

• CoreNLP gives Automatic annotations.

• The same tool and annotations used on 



OntoNotes

• Same experimental setup as the first pass 
experiment. 

• No salient entity annotations (no NASTEA)

• Reduced the minimum chain length for 
counting from 5 to 3 mentions. 



OntoNotes
• Results († indicates significance)

Gold Automatic
Cloze (avg. rank) 1020 993

|C|M |M| |C|M |M|
Tiny Schemas 18750 16800 18800 23270
Superschema †13430000 21.77 †17170000 22.75

LI 18530 867.9 18560 1283
CT 18820 3065 18760 3337
RW 18780 3154 19070 3332



OntoNotes

• In no cases, except the superschemas, was 
performance significantly different.

• Why?



OntoNotes



OntoNotes



OntoNotes

• Erroneous events occasionally help generate 
schemas that might just grab more events.

• Nevertheless, it makes me question the 
reliability of  the event-driven MDL 
measures alone. 

• As a member of  a collection of  measures, it 
may still be useful. 



Chapter 
Conclusions

• Schema presence is useful.

• NASTEA tells us about schema quality.

• MDL tells us some limited aspects about 
schema quality. 

• How does document category affect such 
values? I look at this in the next chapter. 



Schemas, 
Document 

Category, and 
Topic



Introduction

• Schemas tell us about events and their 
shared participants.

• Topics and document categories are more 
general: tell us the type of  document we’re 
looking at. 



Overview

• Can schemas predict document categories?

• How are schemas affected by document 
categories? 

• Do any of  these results generalize to 
unsupervised topic models?



Predict Category

• Generate narrative schemas.

• Break them into pieces. 

• See if  pieces associated with one document 
category can predict which documents are 
in that category.



Predict Category



Predict Category

• Breaking into Pieces

• Event words alone?

• Event pairs?

• Chain pairs?

• Chain pairs + slots?



Predict Category

• Breaking into Pieces

• W: Bag of  Words

• D: Doc Co-presence

• C: Coref  Co-presence

• CAPs: Full Schemas



Data
• Data is not op1_sem in this case. 

• Search NYT Corpus for “police.” 

• About 8% of  all docs.

• Mid-1994 to mid-2008.

• Selected a handful of  categories. 

• Selected to contain police involvement.

• e.g. “crime and criminals” and “noise”



Data

• police subcorpus of  the NYT.

• 38,832 documents remained.

• This subcorpus is not used again.



Predict Category
• One-vs-all Naive Bayes classifier

• MultinomialNB from sklearn 
(Pedregosa et al. 2011)

• Weighting

• w1: raw counts weighting

• widf: inverse document frequency 
weighting

• Assign each feature to top n ranked categ.



Predict Category
• w1 precision/recall curves



Predict Category
• widf  precision/recall curves



Predict Category
• Bad performance:

• Average F1: 0.199

• Average Bag of  ALL Words: 0.458

• Increasing number of  features needed to 
count as a member of  each category. 

• Precision drops pretty quickly; recall only 
slowly increases with increasing n.



Predict Category

• Do schemas predict document category?

• Only in a high precision, low recall way.

• Typing the participants might help though...



Predict Category



Categorical Schemas

• If  we silo documents by category, do we get 
better schemas?

• The reverse of  the previous relationship 
discussed. 



• Generate PMI-based model for each 
document category, then: 

• Run narrative cloze task (Chambers and 
Jurafsky 2008, 2009).

• Generate schemas for each document 
category, run NASTEA. 

• Baseline: one “flat” model, like before. 

Categorical Schemas



Data
• op1_sem subcorpus

online producer category counts
Law and Legislation 52110
Weddings and Engagements 51195
Crime and Criminals 50981
United States Armament and Defense 50642
Computers and the Internet 49413
Labor 46321
Obituaries 36360



Results



Results
Test Model Avg. Cloze Rank N1

Baseline 1329 0.318

Topical (avg) 1273 0.267

Obituaries 565 0.364

Weddings and Engagements 1058 0.516

Crime and Criminals 1268 0.219

Law and Legislation 1279 0.218

Labor 1297 0.171

Computers and the Internet 1346 0.203

U.S. Armament and Defense 1805 0.223



NASTEA Curves
• Some categories do better with more 

schemas; some do worse.

• Clear separation! But why?

• Do the N1 high performers happen to have 
a better set of  schemas, or is a small set 
of  schemas really good at covering content 
in those topics?

• NASTEA allows us to inspect the schemas 
directly. 



Homogeneity



Homogeneity



• What if  we don’t have document 
categories?

• If  there is a meaningful relationship, does it 
carry over to topic models as well?

Topic Models



Topic Models

• Topic models (Blei et al. 2003)

• Do we get the same effect with topic models 
as we do on document categories?

• So far, no.

• I devised a simple model for integrating 
topic models into schema generation. 



Topic Models

• The model used here:

• Selected to be easy to augment existing 
models.



Topic Models

• The model used here:

• Selected to be easy to augment existing 
models.



Topic Models

• Convert topic weights for S and for v into 
vectors, and compute their cosine distance.

• Assign topics to schemas with a pseudodoc 
derived from the schema.



Topic Models

• How are topic models derived?

• gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka 2010)

• Default settings

• Number of  topics is a parameter:

• {1, 7, 21, 49, 100}



Data

• Used the models from the test/dev split in 
Chapter 4. 

• Resumed with the parameters from that 
problem so the number of  topics in the topic 
model is like an extension of  the previous 
dev sequence.

• And the default value would have been 1.



Results
|T| Dev NASTEA Test NASTEA n of  schemas

CT 1 0.416 0.415 22

CT 7 0.412 0.412 40

CT 21 0.413 0.413 19

CT 49 0.408 0.417 22

CT 100 0.389 0.409 31

RW 1 0.422 0.407 8

RW 7 0.409 0.407 20

RW 21 0.414 0.406 8

RW 49 0.406 0.412 35

RW 100 0.404 0.407 11



Results
• So, no. No real improvement---not without 

“cheating.”

• Many possible other approaches:

• Better topic models. 

• Integration of  topic into probabilities.

• Siloing-style topic integration.

• But out of  the box, no real improvements. 



Conclusions
• Schemas do not classify documents into 

categories well.

• Some document categories are 
narratologically homogeneous.

• Most document categories are 
heterogeneous.

• Topic models don’t retain (easily) these same 
results.



Schema Stability



Stability

• A “good” set of  schemas should persist, 
even if  slightly different data is selected.

• If  scraping a new corpus of  some kind, 
on a new topic, does it really matter if  I 
miss a few documents?

• To simulate, I ablated and cross-validated 
the data. 



Stability
• Split op1_sem into 100 different sets.

• Ablation: Remove 10% of  the original 
data set at random 10 times.

• Cross-validation: Within each ablation, 
remove 10% of  the documents, each 
document removed once.

• Generate with all sets of  germinators (300 
sets).



Stability
• It takes about a day to generate a set of  

schemas on the full op1_sem.

• Took about a month to generate:

• all schemas

• all document categories

• all germinators

• 4.0 million schemas total generated.



Results

• Measured the Jaccard Reciprocal Fraction 
between sets of  schemas.

• Fuzzy similarities between sets

• Normalized for better interpretability

• Shows the typical similarity between set 
elements.



Results



Results



Stability

• Adding more documents reduces stability.

• Most statistical algorithms converge on a 
specific result. 

• Is it because of  the way I ablated?

• Or is it because of  the infinite variation of  
narrative in the real world?



Conclusions



Conclusions
• Analyzing these sorts of  properties will help 

guide a future unsupervised analysis of  
data. 

• e.g. are the schemas heterogeneous or 
homogeneous, stable, etc?

• If  they behave like the results here, they’re 
acting like news.

• If  not, that’s interesting too!



Conclusions
• Maybe asking if  schemas are “good” is the 

wrong question.

• Rather, they are an object of  analysis 
themselves, as well as their relationship back 
to data. 

• Certain intersecting sets of  properties may 
provide a better way to think about 
schemas. 



Future Work

• Use schemas to do the sort of  large scale 
analysis of  discourse discussed here.

• How can these properties help inform 
measures of  significance with respect to 
findings?



Future Work
• How can new linguistic elements be 

integrated into schema generation?

• Modality and Negation

• How can schemas better represent new 
linguistic knowledge?

• possibilities

• fancy slots



Future Work

• How can new annotations of  narrative 
structure on actual text be used as a more 
sophisticated NASTEA task?

• Caselli and Vossen (2016) 

• Modi et al. (2017)



Future Work

• How could schemas improve NLP tools?

• coreference

• machine translation



Thank You!

• Acknowledgements: Tony Davis, Amir 
Zeldes, Nate Chambers, Georgetown 
University Department of  Linguistics for 
continued support, friends and family who 
put up with me all these years, anonymous 
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shaping this work.
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